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Khomarpada - The path of equanimity

Among the various divisions of the stateKhomarpada in Vavkramgad taluk of Palghar vilha is presently consumed

Chachte ah.E Manrega Vavabhagan every family is obsessed with Lakhpati (Samdrdhi) because in Manrega So

263 scheme of work is unknown. Many of them are age-specific

is Some of these yoinas are popular among families in rural areas. These age-specific schemes only

Appropriate behaviorEvery family in the state can become a millionaire if it is changed

At present, 14.9 percent of the families in the state are dependent on family members. All of them should be made millionaires

If it happens, there will be a need for a large amount of forestry. The same answer is also available in Manarge

Yes, the ratio of unskilled to skilled work will be kept between 60:40 and each job will be assigned. to the holder

Government of India will contribute 90 percent of the amount if the employee retires within a period of 100 years in a year, while the state

The government has to invest only 10 percent in such a way that the state is assisted by the central government

It is possible for entire families to make lakhpatis

Unknown among Manarga, 263 works contain many worksC is a Sadhuda of Vanak form. the keyC forest

A suitable combination of individual tasks is over-skilled (material) over-unskilled

By combining the required activities, each village has the capacity to be strengthened.

It is possible to make afforestation from Mangrove.

The work of Liyakut Vaswara is complete.

How to do Mata Vanmana with such a large number of patients in a period of 100 years.

For that, if every 10 families in the village are treated as a group and a ten-year forest plan is prepared.

50,000 per year to each family and in 10 years Rs. 5 lakhs can be given

Ah. These 10 families are given the amount they want one by one every year or in 10 years.

It is possible to allocate 60:40 ratio to each person

The basis of this concept is individual in the state

10 year forest plan of a village in the taluk

While doing so

MnargeantagagPersons in the acting state

10. Taluk Level Mechanisms for Sampanugat in Taluks

Training will be given only during the annual forest plan

Objectives have been achieved

2023-24 Laber Bites (Consolidation Bites)



While doing this, only 100 percent of the villages in the state will be considered for development in 10 years.

About 100 people in the state will have knowledge and skills in forestry In preparing

There is 100 percent of the state during the 10th annual forest planning of 100 percent of the villages in the state

Direct training of Gram Roigar Savek, Gram Savek, Sarpanch at village level.

will be

The above type will be implemented in 100 percent of the villages in the state itself is an achievement in itself.

It is right to ask how it will be implemented or whether it is possible

Because before this no one has seen such a large amount of Vavkas.

A study of the progress made in the last eight years in Khomarpada when such thoughts came to mind

Every family in the state feels the need to implement MNREGA.

Lakhpati can do this idea in Manargag That's okayTo give intensive training to Rat Mantra

At the moment, the Mnargea department is determined to show the people the Khomarpada.

Khomarpada conducts study tours and training. Thus, at present Khomarpada Vavkasa

Tirg of Avana SamardhiIt has become a straight line. Therefore, the pace of the village is very slow.

Further study is needed. Its implementation is called this method of taking notes.

❖ Khomarpada in 2013

This village with a population of around 900 is mostly covered with lack of facilities.

Annual income from the traditional income of the village People who cannot afford to pay

Every year 6 months must be transmigrated.

While other people may find employment in urban areas,

While fishing, the boat must be raised.

The bodies of the fishermen were never found. People engaged in other professions

500 rupees per day but this salary was not sustainable.

No work should be wasted. The meetings of the Sralantar should not be too busy.

As soon as the season startsI have to return to the Gin village and do the traditional rice harvesting

20 to 25 haar savings for those returning from shift work



To run the world.

In this way only the families of Dashuttchakra village should be forced to bind themselves to the contract.

Ayushtya was deceived

❖ Advanced Education Maharashtra Avan Bab Mor Garuri

In the year 2014, a new government was inaugurated in Madhya Maharashtra. Among them, Mr. Tarun as a person.

DavedraFadnavis became Chief Minister. He once said, "When I was an MLA, every year I

Reading the inspection report. Among them, our state ranks third in terms of per capita income

However, according to the Asar report, the state was ranked 15-16.

Now that I have become the Chief Minister, the impact on the state in education is as follows:

Do what you want to do to bring it to number."

After deciding on this objective, he asked the Vasakshan Mantri to find out all the Swachavas who were interested in Vasakshan.

Mr. Nandkumar should not be called a teacher. Mukhyamantri

Under the leadership of “Advanced Researcher Maharashtra Kayag sequence” was designed. his

Schools and teachers were identified for implementation.

Kumthe in Satara taluk has been decided to be a disaster for other schools with the help of teachers.

All the 40 schools in the beta were close to 100 percent as per Asar report. Hence the government

The self-confidence of Awan administration increased. Because there was already some success in the state.

The Right to Education Act came into force in 2010. Then the state of Maharashtra

In this case, instead of deciding on the first three numbers, they decided on the first number only.

After setting such a lofty goal, the work began in earnest. Like a series of lessons

A new approach was implemented. Hon. Mukhyamantri himself was taking a review. He once

Kwado conference is a gathering of children, parents and teachers of each school in 6 districts.

The furnace came from Panuya. Hon. If Mkhuyamantri himself is paying attention, Panugayantrana in Vasakshan department

Got to work. The aim was to get 100 percent of the products washed away.

Nay.e Shri. Nandkumar, Vasakshan Sawchav Villages Good Schools Baghan

States, Divisions, Villages and Talukas with the help of such teachers as Sadhan Awan

At the level of teaching assistants were working on filling etc.

More, teachers, vilha parishad primary school, Khomarpada.

Anu remembers a desire to rise to the rank of a teaching assistant.“100 percent Malu Vashkal Pavahi

The proverbial vak pavehita. Kumath beat was successful. That successful beatan and something will be done in the state

A sadhuda malu satuta kama

Communicate with good teachers



All the bestThere is a training group in that beta schoolThe adjectives used by

the school40 V.P. the school If there is success in the state

Savagavi. W. the schoolWhy is there no success?"Mr. Nand Kumar's words echoed in the ears of the peacocks

They were also thinking that why my school is not giving 99 percent success to this education teacher.

Why are the rest of the one percent successful? Peacocks did not give up and gave 100 percent

Decided to achieve success

That achievement required 100 percent of children to attend school regularly.

Malu was in control. The question was about the converts.

In the case of Arshark Krsti, they had no conversion except conversion.

It is said that the parents themselves should be converted. But the children are from the grandchildren, and from the sons

The idea that one should stay in the village by doing some other business and get regular education in the school.

Pavarnamakarak was raving. But still some children were not engaged.

In class

Harassment of parents

Considered by peacocks

Then Bab Morney decided to continue the migration of the families.

Sadhuda will stay in the village, while in the school, Sadhuda will stay in Vanayvmat. If 100 percent of the forest is free

It will be possible to achieve the government's insistence on 100 percent waste disposal. Schoolchildren who are interested in this idea

Children's parents decided to increase their income

❖ Emphasis on increase of income from Shatein

Vavkramgarh taluk is blessed with forest. It receives 2500 mm of rain every year. Khomarpada

The people of the village were doing paddy farming. 10,000 per spring year

Profits were declining. However, if the required mental strength is properly harnessed, it can be a loss

Was complaining. Mor garu seed is also available in the village. They have other options besides rice.

Had fallen. He proceeded to calculate the yield per acre from various crops.

made The availability of water to the people is good. Most of that land is the habitat of others

Belongs to Vani community living in Bahregavi

Yareel Awadasi Sami clan on that land

How can you say Apart from that, the Forest Department

A few people have the ability to sit on a mini

After so many years of traditional method of rice cultivation

In this village, Dassur wapak without rice

People strongly believe that they cannot come

was done They also think that someone else



In case of drought, insects will descend from the trees on the embankments and destroy them. Only the dominance of those insects

It does not happen in India

That's more than the minimum wage

Twelve more to increase income c

Whirlpools studied.

Inu to increase the productivity of paddy

Trust what you can do

Kvdo pavhal.e more women can themselves

Wasn't too excited about it. Parents

He studied Shati with the aim of increasing his income from Shati to continue his education.

Interacted. The only source of study was Yayubu Kwado. Varieties of rice will change

The process of increasing the productivity of the people has started. By thirty 2-3 families

Peacocks listen to the eagles. Their incomes will increase. Next year, more families will listen to them.

done

opinion

of that

Girls planted a garden in the school. It includes tomatoes, cucumbers, onions and some other vegetables, onions

etc. planted. They started using these fruits and vegetables during the school lunch

So much rice was grown in the backyard that some of the vegetables were eaten by the villagers.

They began to give.

can come The same example was said to be fruits and vegetables. About other deviations among people

Gradually the faith started to grow. Women earn from various options per hour.

Yate calculated this. (See Chapter 1.) Along with other centuries, according to their preferences,

All aspects such as type of rainfall and water availability and income from various options.

After thinking about it, he started to speak. It can be done in a very short amount of time if done properly

People began to realize that they could earn more money.

done If you don't have enough water in your own hands, you will get water like an onion.

The income of the people started to increase after the expansion of the economy and the transition started to continue.



❖ Close attention to the nursery

Most of the families in the villages had 2-4 chickens and 2-4 chickens. To each his own goat

One person has to go after 2-4 goats for a whole day to take care of fodder.

It was not economically affordable. After that, the history of the village was the same as Avan Parampara. Shatei Awan

Poultry farming is called competition. What was the disadvantage and what was the advantage

No one was making noise. The girls started talking to each other.

Changing one person's income does not add much to the family's income.

It needs to be converted to drive

Every family should be raised. c

One to feed the family goats together

A person should be planted. Thus begins Chacha Saru

was Some people catch a glimpse

Other people's behavior. Some people don't

Changes are not to be accepted.

Behind two schools

So the family

That means 4 goats or 40 goats or more.

Or 10

❖ The power of Manarga

In this village, the above activities are being carried out. New 2020 central government Mr. Nandkumar of Manarge

Transfer of charge. Studying this plan using only 263 plans in the state

According to this policy, Sri. Nand Kumar reached every family

If they can be millionaires, then at the end of the year, millions of people who are in trouble will suffer.

It should be possible to do so.

It won't be too long before the PVTG becomes a reality.

It is only possible to travel in one's own car following the lockdown

2020 and 2021 Madhya Pradesh

Swachhava made 6 to 7 rounds in Palghar district.

The next step in the idea of   increasing income to continue the transition began to emerge. the peacock

Chat started with Guru on phone. It is the opinion of different families in the village itself

Karun started to think about how they could make lakhpatis by adding mange to it.

Thus, the need for change at the policy level rather than at the micro level

See the relationship. People in Manarga can be given farming sheds. They can keep 2-4 goats.

People would now be able to keep 40 goats.

So, the answer to the question of where should the children be kept during the rainy season to protect them from the heat?



If not, most of the time they should not study for 2-4 years. But now they are cowed by the government

Bandhanu was spinning. Gothya vad government. 4 February 2021 Another revolutionary

forestThis happened. Hon. Sharadchandra Pawar Gram Samadridhi Yointe Before Shaleipalan Gotha Only --- ---

It was unknown to Shaleya. He is the leader of this government It will be increased in this way.

Whether it is dairying or horticulture, if there is a desire to bring prosperity to the village.

Poultry farming as any profession

Beneficiary from the combination of all these businesses

It was dark to become a millionaire

It was a hug. Therefore, each family is unknown

Among the existing cowsheds, the space of 1 unit is no

A total of 3 units were allowed.

❖ Very attractiven

She has a mobile phone and a motorcycle. Work in the century

don't like They work for industrialists in nearby towns. So Rs 10,000 per

15,000 rotate the vessel. Some of the youth have not been able to find a monthly salary job. As

Yavuk works on the mirui of Vadavasa. Some youths have employment problems. But their

Mobile phone data, motorcycle wallets, and entertainment items.

It is true that some youths are happy to pay Rs.50 coins.

Their desire is to have a deposit of Rs.400. It is the aim of our state to enable them.

On his motorcycle, he paid Rs. 5,000 to 6,000 is expensive. They can do that

The state government feels that every person in the state should have this much income

Khomarpadya Yavuk is no different. Awadwasi Village Ah.e

There are. MnargeantagagFor 300 chickens, the carcasses are unknown

If they do, they will not have to die in the state and they will be able to solve the problem of income.

Young people are encouraged to do this. Gavran can do broiler farming without raising chickens.

2-4 chickens per house

Chicken farming by such young people

By peacocks



There is only some business in that area and the broiler will be provided for 40 days.

Small poultry farming is given to Shadewal people. After this period they return. In the mean time

Vaccination, medication, feed are included in the file. A fixed amount per broiler for black returns

in data. People who are less averse to taking risks are the only business in poultry farming in this way.

can do

In Khomarpady, there is a machine for preparing Avnal Ozer or Yvukan Poultry Feed.

For that, he himself thought, prepared the proposal of the Bank, approved the proposal and got it done.

Now that machine is the owner. This machine is like a grinding machine

After grinding, it can be sieved through a sieve of various sizes. So this machine

It is useful for various things like pollarifeed, fish feed.

Along with its personal development, the village is also considering new business ventures. Before this time

He was working in the city. He lost his job during the lockdown. Let him come to the village

Now he is on the path of becoming a businessman

❖ Arriving at the age of 10

Dutt Thakar of the village used to go to the sea first and do the work of fishing for others.

Their boat sank in the sea. One or two months, Dutt Thacker is not a family member. People feel

That only some fishermen in the village cannot be traced. That must have happened to him

Mother was sad. But after a few moments Dutt came back. He was only at a rescue center at that time

Rao was there. Now Dutt is an advanced centurion in the village. He has switched to agriculture.

About 83 percent of Maharashtra is under 15 feet.

It is a black rock. You can't dig a well beyond it, because there is no water under this rock.

After listening to Guru's advice, Dattan decided to build Kakalgad.

Whirlpool But in Shwet-Shwet, the water level decreased during the summer. After

Still, the idea came to plant the sands of Vavhiri in Rawalha, where the water is scarce. Such

Padapag in the first century in the village There are currently 3 houses in the village. Two of them

While underlining is versatile, one needs to apply underlayment.

The soil type of this area does not hold water more than 3 meters without stratification. of this

Govt after study. 6th April, 2021 Govt Under these rulesSo with lining

The permission has been changed to Shatala, which is beneficial to the families of the families in the Awadwasi and Davardray line.

Now it is possible to grow vegetables

Dutt Awan Vavnod Gahla is the only one who has the power to do so. Rain falls in this area. Both this year

In winter, rainwater fills the gully so much that some of the water is siphoned off.

once



Both these centenarians have put a lot of effort in the centenary this year. Dattanu Roh Awan

Katla is cast while Vavnod Gahlan Roh, Katla Avan Fangs is cast. fish

The water that has become more nutritious after cultivation is going to be used in the century.

Let's see the benefits for both of them.

If everyone is left behind, now two types of problems have started to affect this village.

One, by making miru available in such large numbers, it is densely populated among villages.

There is no such kind of awareness movement about MNRGA at present. That means 5 weeks From Rapayatan village

Peppers will be available. 18 years of age to be given jobs in the village.

Yoinasdhuda Gawan Akhal. Another problem is the increased rate of lining itself. Therefore

One and a half lakh unskilled workers and one lakh lining of two and a half lakhs in the century. In this

A good quality lining cannot be overstated. For this, it is highly unskilled at the village level

If the work can be done, the work will be created through the skillful use of the combined layering.

Can be used to make purchases. But all the above problems can be solved in the village of Shetala

It is certain that every century can be watered through the media.

❖ Self-compassion

At present 3 sansra are working in Khomarpadyis sleeping ISKCON, Akshardhara Foundation Awan Sahurdaya

Foundations. Mor Gurus use all these three methods for village work.

Akshardhara Foundation School Supplies, Stationery, Banks, Clocks etc.

Sahurdaya Foundation supports the health of vulnerable people by helping them with urgent needs.

Attention is paid to regular health check-up and regular medical treatment of children.

In case of fall, get treatment at the hospital in Mambui. Through ISKCON Foundation Shati

We will work to improve the living conditions of the people.

"Wadi Project" is based on Vadzain. What is Wadi Project?

Even the poorest families need to take care of their daily expenses from the level of energy.



It has been considered to reach the level of how the wife can go through the medium.

Immediate (Short), Medium (Medium) Awan DighagGalea discussed the three aspects of long term

According to Ah, there are 15 days to 120 days of food (vegetables, fruits, vegetables).

Crops, Rice etc.), Vegetable Crops (Flowers, Orchards and Dates, Sitafal, Paru etc.) in 1 to 3 years

Crops with a maturity of more than 3 years but long-term yielding crops (mango, mango,

Vachku etc.) is included. Every such option is a few hundred years old

Planted in areas. In this way, the family is balanced over time with spiritual support

(Lakhpati) is expected to become.

It can be added only when there are other activities such as practice

In this way, while working on the Wadi project, the selected families are allowed to work continuously for at least 5 years.

Something has to be helped. Most of the help is in orchards and flowers. ISKCON

The Foundation is supporting its CSR activities. The amount of CSR will remain the same every year. of this

There is no guarantee that the fruit garden will flower and the quality of both nutrients is unknown. Therefore

In Khomarpady, MNRGA's effective Kayan ISKCON Foundation has made its implementation easier.

As hero foundshen kayg in Sampanugrajya is sleeping February 2021 Wabankharshachak Swayansevi

International participation in governanceIt's the best, the most effective and the most effective Sequence

Co-ordinators are expected to use the same method.

Implementation in an interdependent manner is expected. The people of the village have been neglected in the Wadi project.

Now wadghgThe time has started to go towards the means of income (Income Source).

This year, 18,000 mango trees were planted on a 4.5 acre plot and 1,000 on a 10 acre plot.

The plant will be planted with mangoes. 6,200 in 1.5 acre area with the help of ISKCON

Only mangoes are to be planted.

one by oneSupport :-Rama Chowdhury of the village has 8-10 knots of land and planted rice in it

The annual income is not enough for the family. So he gets converted. Peacocks live his life

Tokarsey Ghalnu Vadili, who has 5 acres of land.

If it is less, then they are ready to give Rama Choudhary some money.

After boiling, add onion and gavaar in it

Decided, but in the hands of both of them, water

There was no business. Say peacock

Both Garuvin and Bhate Mohan Pagshe

Moved. Vavhir is in his age

I will give them Rs.1000 for food



They are ready to give water every month.

Such farmers can increase their income. Now there are 8 to 10 examples in Payatan village.

Saving of mosquitoes from wholesale harvesting: 18000 mango plants are required in the village. Twelve Rs.10 per hour

The cost of each plant is Rs.12. There are peacocks

We have arranged with them to give a sapling for Rs.5 per plant.

About Rs.90,000 will be saved.

Poultry sheds, horticulture sheds, paddy fields and even compost are built with peat. For that

A lot of cement, brick, iron, iron pipes are required. Availability of the investment from the rental company

It is possible to save money. Bricks are manufactured by one person from the village.

The price of outdoor bricks is Rs. 6 to 7 ah including the cost of transportation. In the village, the brick is sold at Rs.5

By selling bricks, one person in the village will make a profit and other people will get bricks at a cheap price.

Wholesale price of pipes will increase.

Mogra is going to be sold at Dadar gate in a single truck at a time.

Our model decided that the village should be engaged in cultivation or buying and selling.

Ah. To master the new techniques, Sadhudas help each other. Mobile is the main source of capture

The phone number is

❖ Talebbaya Production:

The village, which traditionally grew paddy only in kharif season, gradually got used to rabi crops as well.

Because of the black soil in the village, the wells cannot dig deep.

Rabi will have to be taken with the help of Shattala. Therefore, only the options that require less water should be explored

is happening 65,000 crores in the middle of the year 2020-21.

Sugarcane is imported. Peacock is diverting sugarcane to oilseed production.

If the Dasha has a low tide, the price of the low tide will not fall immediately. Talevbaya Nashwat A

are not Also, the ponds require less irrigation It is good to eat soybeans

This way it will help to increase the income of hundreds of people.

❖ Advancement based on available knowledge and skills:

The people of the village have the knowledge and skills of rice farming, chicken farming, and farming.

It is also used for breeding of other species, commercial scale for farm and poultry farming.

What to do?

Yavuks of Gatchachatenu village increase their knowledge. In direct possession of the knowledge thus acquired,



Increase your skills by using it in agriculture and poultry farming. In it B.Sc.

B.Sc. Jhale Thakar is the only two Yavuks It includes

They know the dangers of power. DashanWhile experimenting with singing

Saruvatis plant new crops in Choya areas. In case of any damage due to wear or a new one

In case of Ayara predominance, the year itself is fullBecause it will not collapse. Two-three years good profit

Believing in his newly acquired knowledge and skills, he began to spin.

Wapkankad moves widely.

Similarly, people of this village look at Mor Garuri Awan when they come to Shati Paruk business. Shatiparook

Business means additional income from the use of fodder, leaves, pachola etc.

The fodder is used by cows, cattle etc. Can be used for rearing

Cow-dung manure can be used to prepare cow manure.

Compost can be prepared.Using the manure obtained from the compost thus prepared

Organic composting of the soil in the field will maintain its texture and productivity of crops grown in it.

To increase the income can be increased.

Danpesan uses every part of his plant to increase income.

Increase income in this village by using manure and matura along with milk and meat.

At present, about 45 Wm Avan nadpe pits have been constructed. In the next six months, the whole of the village

In 125 houses, pits and pits will be constructed.

❖ Mokat Garu:

People in this area do not drink cow milk. According to them milk is for calf. Dung is also used

An economically beneficial approach has not been implemented. Therefore, the care of the eagles is not auspicious

It is a matter of affordability. Poor families convert to Islam after monsoon. Leave your nails free and change

in There was no rabbi in the village but it was not a big problem.

Now, about 95 percent of the people in the village have access to education. People earn their income from the century

It is decided to keep our eagles in order to increase. But it will happen in 4-5 seasons

There is no shed to house the family eagles and manpower is available to look after the nest.

No. There has been a discussion in the village about what to do for such families.

backDashanIt has been decided to construct a Samduavayak Goth under the cow.

Compost pits will be constructed. Some income will be collected from the sale of manufactured fertilizers. Guru

The owners will charge Rs.500 for each fodder



❖ Later centuries ((Multilayer Farming)

The average land availability in our state is 4 acres per family

There is no mabulak in many parts of the state. Only 32 out of approximately 235 lakh hectares in the state

Experts are of the opinion that 100% of the area can be covered.

There is a shortage of both soil and water.

Each particle needs to be used for more than one purpose at a time.

Each volume of water should be used for the production of more than one product.

Bahsutriya Sheti (Multilayer Farming) is definitely wanted. Every family in the state is lakhpati.

If it had to happen, everyone had to use the same non-toxic means.

Savas in the stateIt is not believed that even the following people can become millionaires.

Therefore, the total number of successful experiments through each century to encourage the people of the state.

The 8 kwdios that are supposed to be viewed are the ones that have been confused with SmartPDF. Among those 8 kwdios

In Madhya Pradesh, in a post-war century, Kwadu was being used.

Therefore, some experiments of Multilayer farming have been done in Khomarpadu. In it

If it comes under Vimani, then on the surface there is cucumber, mustard, spinach, malu and other crops on it.

It is thick. In the recent state, hundreds of people in Vavadbhagag have been extensively multilayered

Started farming.

❖ Self-expression of peacocks:

As already mentioned, the conversion of peacocks with the aim of achieving 100 per cent

The only solution is to increase the income of the parents by making various efforts to sustain them.

Reaching the final stage To continue the conversion of dead people

While implementing the measures, they usually focus on patient satisfaction. By peacocks

They did not know much about Rohyo or Mnrga when they started trying to extend the transition period.

Mawhati was not. That said, there was no certainty that Mnergea would co-operate with the machinery.

That is why most of them should have chosen the path of income growth rather than regular salary increases.



Peacocks were introduced to Manraj with a view to creating affluent families and millionaire families.

According to MNRGE, it was decided to focus on forest production.

Although the purpose of peacock feathers is similar, most mangroves and peacock feathers are the same.

Attempts were made in Khomarpada village. Part of it is called Ward 11 Machag. , 2021 by Shri.Nandkumar

Every family in the Awadwasi area dreams of becoming rich, wealthy and wealthy.

It took a lot for this. In this meeting, the people of the village are involved with the government machinery

Village level committeeChari Awan Awadhkari Hir Hot. Faith among the villagers is wild.

It was as if she had to do it Chari Awan Awadhkari is only for Rogar Vanarshmati

Instead of calling it a plan, let's call it a plan to make Matta Vanarshmati, Davardri, Samadhridi, Vanmana.

It was becoming clear that it should be seen

Vavkramgad taluk's assistant kayag in this meeting Order Officer Mr. Balasahbe Gaikwadsdhuda Hir

In this village, there is a belief that Kathkari is the same as other villages in the village.

Immigrants with sama can develop through sami manrage. Your instructor is ready

40 divisional level officials of Karana State have two annual activities School Palghar Yere

was filled. This thing Both Mor Garuyi and Balasaheb Gaikwad attended the school

Both of them participated as state level trainers and were retrained.

When the instructor is active, the self-concept becomes clearer. The instructor asks questions.

Clarity increased upon reflection. These developers belong to Mor Garuri and Balasaheb Gaikwad

A good team was formed. He came to the work of the village. Along with others in Vavkramgad taluk

Under the leadership of Balasahbe Gaikwad in the village, the work gained momentum.

10-year forest planning with the aim of making 100 per cent families wealthy (Lakhpati) in each state.

One village in each taluk was started.

After realizing that they are doing it, the state level human resource coordinators have two suggestions



Khomarpada village was called for 10th annual forest planning.

Decennial forest planning is done only in Khomarpadi for minor purposes, while in Dasur the major purpose is done.

To make people across the state realize that the poorest of the poor families are strong with the help of MNREGA.

(millions) can happen.

In this way, the peacock is self-extinguishing as well as following the process of energy training. So

Mnergea is suffering from the progress of Khomarpadi and the result of the Peasant Peacocks.

Dept. As mentioned in the cover sheet dated September 2, 2020, the government is constantly looking for successful villages.

In the previous pages, it is mentioned that Titaidehi (Vachkhaldara), Dahendri (Vachkhaldara) and Sosokhadea (Dharani) are the same.

likeDon't worry. In this way, we have started collecting case studies of other villages

If there is a successful village in the current state or if known, the Rohyo Department of Govt

Report to Aykut Mnargea.E



Appendix One

Vegetables, flowers and other produce

of the metaphor

duration

(Radwas)

135

Fr Da:

Estimated income

per unit

Price -

per ton
Guess what relay side Net profit

a joke

Red onion 8 tons 15,000

13,000 +

5,000 straws

15,000

25,000

20,000

10,000

10,000

20,000

7,000

10,000

20,000

20,000

20,000

20,000

40,000

20,000 1,20,000 1,00,000

rice 150 1 ton 13,000 18,000 5,000

Toitao

Ritchie

Gavi

Wang

Tibju

Cabbage

milk

Dangi

Kyle

Okra

Reila

Rugs

suggestionthe flower

white

Onion

Cucumber

here

parents

Mr

where

45

50

45

60

90

90

50

90

50

45

45

45

90

7 tons

5 tons

5 tons

7 tons

15 tons

7 tons

10 tons

10 tons

8 tons

4 tons

5 tons

4 tons

300 rak.gm.

25,000

30,000

20,000

1,05,000

1,25,000

1,00,000

80,000

95,000

80,000

20,000 70,000 50,000

30,000

35,000

20,000

20,000

20,000

1,50,000

1,40,000

70,000

1,00,000

1,60,000

1,20,000

1,05,000

50,000

80,000

1,40,000

15,000

20,000

20,000

80,000

1,00,000

80,000

65,000

80,000

60,000

15,000 1,20,000 1,05,000

90 5 tons 25,000 20,000 1,25,000 1,05,000

45

30

30

30

30

2,500

3,000 trees

10 tons

6000 Jaduya

6000 Jaduya

6000 Jaduya

6000 Jaduya

10,000

10 copies of Jadu

10 copies of Jadu

10 copies of Jadu

10 copies of Jadu

1000 Rs

Raklo

20,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

1,00,000

60,000

60,000

60,000

50,000

25,000

Irina

80,000

50,000

50,000

50,000

40,000

2,50,000

Annual profit

So perpetuity

Yoga 25-30 raklo 50,000

• (Approximately Rs - For Idhya Vatku Khachch+ Machinery Khachch+ Rabi Khachch+ Fertilizers

)

• Riva Yang - Income 100000 Vs


